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Rise in bicycle thefts prompts Operation Dragnet
By Barbara IhMeny
Daily staff writer
Steve Sloan, SJSU staff member,
thought his bike was safely chained
to a rack when he took a quick swim
at the Aquatic center early last
week.
It was gone when he returned.
SJSU student Dave Stannard was
taking a chance when he left his 10speed chained to a bike rack by the

automated teller machines over a
recent four-day weekend.
The bike was gone when he
returned along with the rack it
had been chained to. he said.
Nearly every day a bike is reported stolen to the University Police
Department, despite ongoing sting
operations and public education by
the UPD.
With 30 thefts between the start
of the semester and Sept. 30, losses

could match the 90 bikes stolen Last
counting unreported
fall not
cases.
Bikes secured with chains or
cables are at greatest risk, but
thieves have found a way to break
standard -strength
U-shaped,
Kryptonite locks often recommended by police.
Once a bike is taken, the chances
of seeing it again are small. Since
the semester began, UPD has recov-

ered one stolen bike listed with the
San Jose Police Department, according to Lt. Shannon Maloney.
An anti -bike theft program
launched in January, Operation
Dragnet, reduced losses significantly last semester, according to
Maloney. The total number of spring
semester bike thefts was not available by press time.
This semester’s program uses
similar techniques, including under -

cover cadets watching decoy bikes.
Maloney said.
"It’s still relatively early in the
semester," he said. "It’s a matter of
being in the right place at the nght
time in order to catch a suspect."
The bikes are probably resold at
flea markets and garage sales,
according to Maloney. He couldn’t
recall whether suspects were caught
last semester.
UPD is stressing prevention.

Maloney advises students to register
their bikes with UPD, never leave
even locked bikes unattended for
long, and secure all possible components of the bike with a Kryptonite
lock.
It’s easier than it sounds. Riders
should remove the front wheel,
place it by the rear wheel and lock
wheels and frame securely to a bike
See THEFTS, Back Page

No Coke
Pepsi

Link to an uncertain future

Budget-caused bidding
war eliminates Coke
machines on campus
By Michael Monaghan
Daily staff wnter

Jeanette Miamian - Daily chief photographer
Interim President J. Handel Evans discusses first-week scheduling nightmares Wednesday with his secretary, Louette Eastman

A ne/o\T job

Handel
’If we can get through this
year, that will be my mark.’
J. Handel Evans
SJSU’s Interim pres !dent

By Crista E. Hardie
Daily nail wnter
Ask new Interim President J. Handel Evans about "Evans’ Lake" and
he launches into a story about the near-disaster as if he were recounting
a movie that he’d just seen and couldn’t wait to tell about.
Though he’s told the story countless times, he telLs it again with the
same incredulity as if it had just happened.
"Evans’ Lake" was born during the 1981 expansion of Spartan
Stadium, a project which Evans was in charge of. One weekend, a water
main broke, and by Monday morning three feet of water (1.4 million
gallons) covered the entire football field.
A picture on his office wall shows Evans with the architect and contractor standing knee-deep, hand on head, staring in disbelief out at the
muddy lake that covered the playing field.
"This picture sort of sums up how we all felt," Evans said in his
northern -English accent. "It was not one of my better days."
Fortunately for Evans, the picture doesn’t sum up his career.
Although it took two days to empty the water out, the stadium project was successfully completed.
During his 10-year tenure as executive vice president at SJSU, Evans
was instrumental in seeing other projects to completion, including the
Event Center, Clark Library and the Engineenng building.
As interim president, Evans replaces retired Gail Fullerton, MC’s
president of 13 years. His duties will extend to March, when the search
for a permanent president is slated to be completed.
He will continue his role in instituting SISU’s master plan, including
the closure of San Carlos Street.
See HANDEL, Page 4

Human Relations Board
remains a priority for
Evans, campus community
By Jason Rothman
Daily staff wnter
Interim president J. Handel Evans plans to keep the Human
Relations Board as a way to get advice on intergroup tension and
civil-rights issues.
The last time the group met was with former President Gail
Fullerton, and the standing of the board was unknown with the new
president coming in.
Before a press conference Wednesday, the board members were
not sure if the board would exist. But Evans said that he wants to
keep it the same.
"The concept and philosophy of the formation of the Human
Relations Board is still as valuable now as it was when it was
formed." Evans said. "And I see no reason to change that."
The 23 board members meet about once a month, as an advisory
board to the president.
They make no rulings on cases that they review, but they are
merely used ass way for the president to get other points of view on
issues, according to board member and art department chaimian
Robert Milnes.
Also the board sponsors events during the year, and they are
planning to sponsor a series of discussions on the Bill of Rights and
political correctness, later this month.

INSIDE
Ouch!: Fresno State slaughters New Mexico State 94-17.
The Spartans will meet New
Mexico Saturday, Page 6

SPORTS
The fall of the dynasty:
The reign of the 49ers is over.
It’s time to look to the future.
Page 6

WORLD NEWS
Gorbachev goes along:
The Soviets agree to match
Bush’s proposed cutbacks on
nuclear arms. Page 7

’I’ve always
been a Coke
drinker.
There’s no
choice now.
I prefer Coke.’

Crime prevention program aims to inform
By Deborah Kerr
Daily loaf! wnter

SPORTS

The slogan "have a Coke and a smile" once meant
something to many SJSU soda drinkers, out no longer.
Coca-Cola vending machines were replaced
throughout the campus recently with arch-rival Pepsi
Cola machines, which now claim a virtual soft-drink
monopoly at the university.
The Coca Cola company was out-bid by Pepsi Cola
for the contract to provide vending machines at this
campus, according to Jeff Hensel, Coca-Cola cold
drink manager. The
stakes were "all or nothing," he added.
Until this year, the
university was not
required to pay utility
expenses on the soft
drink vending machines,
but this changed when
the state’s budget deficit
became an issue.
had
two
SJSU
options: either raise the
price of soft drinks or
Steve Welter
have one of the vendors
SJSU senior marketing major
pick up the utility tab,
said Jerry Minaugh,
director of dining services. Pepsi opted for
the latter.
Reaction to the departure of the Coke machines has
been less than favorable among students.
"I’ve always been a Coke drinker," complained
Steve Welter, a senior marketing major. In his hand
was a Pepsi. "There’s no choice now. I prefer Coke."
Selecting a Diet Pepsi from a Sweeney Hall vending machine, Coke -drinker Debbie Liberati expressed
her feelings about the loss of the Coke machines.
"I’ll probably go to the Student Union for a Diet
Coke," said Liberati, a junior majoring in international
business.
Both the Student Union cafeteria and the Spartan
bookstore still offer Coca-Cola products.
Though Coca-Cola is all but gone from SJSU, loyal
Pepsi drinkers are satisfied with the transition.
"I love it. More Pepsi, please! I can’t get enough,"
said advertising major Hanh Schningrund.
"Dr Pepper is the drink of the gods," commented
one journalism major. Dr Pepper is a Pepsi Cola product.
Pepsi Cola will continue to remain the dominant,
canned soft-drink vendor on campus indefinitely.
According to Minaugh, plans are underway for the
vending machines to accept Spartan debit cards in
addition to cash. Spartan Cards can currently be used
in photocopy machines on campus, but eventually the
scope of their applications will be broadened.

These are facts people hate to
face: Crime exists. Crime doesn’t
discriminate. Anyone can be a victim.
"I know crime happens. Even
though you know it happens, sometimes you can’t change things," said
Melissa Chang, a sophomore majoring in psychology. "Sometimes you
can do things to prevent it."
The
University
Police
Department wants to show SJSU
students just what protective devices
are out there to help them prevent
cnmes.
The SJSU police department
crime prevention unit, in conjunction with Associated Students, is
sponsoring a crime prevention fair
Tuesday and Wednesday from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Student Union
art quad.
At the fair, representatives from
local police agencies and Silicon
Valley crime prevention product
industries will show students ways

Is) keep themselves from becoming
victims of crime, according to UPD
Sgt. Bruce Lowe.
"It’ll be just like the Christmas
fair, hut it will focus on crime prevention instead," he said. This is the
university’s first cnme prevention
fair.
According to Lowe, there are
several reasons for putting on the
fair
I* To familiarize students who
live in outside communities with
their various local police agencies
and the crime prevention programs
available to them.
so- To help Silicon Valley manufacturers of cnme prevention products display their wares and show
students what products are new on
the market.
Ia To pull together as many cnme
prevention programs and products as
passible, and draw Law enforcement
agencies and college students [mm
around the county to see them.
Pie YWCA’s rape crisis program,
Next Door domestic violence services. Mothers Against Drunk

Driving, arid SJSU’s drug, alcohol
and sexual assault prevention almauon program are some of the organizations that will visit the campus
during the fair.
Along with literature and information from the various services
visiting the campus, students can
also take advantage of some other
!WM ices.
For example, students who own
bicycles can get them identified at
no cost throughout Wednesday by
UPD cadets.
"All of us in the cadet program
are going to he engraving and registering bicycles in front of the
Student Union," said cadet Li Mark
Doyk.
Students can also see demonstrations from UPD’s canine unit in
from of the union Wednesday.
At 2:15 p.m. Wednesday, Sgt.
Lowe will don exercise clothes and
demonstrate self defense techniques
with the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual
Alliance, in accordance with this
week’s gay and lesbian awareness
events.
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Bush touts education,
but does little for schools
Recent study finds
U.S. students
’incompetent’ in
math and science
Bush came
George
into office selling
himself as the
"education
president."
He can spout off all he wants about
the values of a good education. The facts
say he isn’t doing anything to back up his
words.
A staggering 84 percent of our
country’s 12th grade students are not
competent in mathematics, according to a
national report issued Sept. 30 by the
National Education Goals Panel. Only 13
percent of young adults can pick out the
main argument of a lengthy newspaper
article, and United States’ international
standings in science and mathematics are
pathetic.
Is anyone suprised?
Education has never been a priority in
national spending. Further, schools bear
more than their fair share of CUB during
financially lean times.
It’s a vicious cycle that begins when
presidential economists declare the
country in a recession. Budgets are cut,
schools being among the most adversely
affected. Education, in both quality and
availability, deteriorates.
A poorly-educated nation turns out
workers who are less competent than
those of better-educated countries. As a

WRITER’S
FORUM

result, there are fewer scientists and
inventors and, consequently, less
innovations leading to new industry.
Instead, America continues to expand
its service economy, while loosing
industrial manufacturing dollars which
could boost a depressed national
economy. With less manufacturing and
exports, there is less money coming into
the country to tax and use toward
education.
And the cycle continues.
President Bush and the nation’s
governors attended an education summit
in 1989. At the summit, they set
"educational goals" which included: preschool learning preparedness, ending
illiteracy and drug abuse, graduating 90
percent of high school students, and the
United States leading the world in math
and science.
Goals are a good start. Indeed, some
of these goals may come to fruition some
day. For example, school drug use and
high school drop-out rates have dropped
considerably since 1980.
However, America will never lead the
world if education is not made a national
priority.
That doesn’t mean righteous words
and goal-setting by our nation’s
president. That means funnelling money
into the schools away from big
spending interest groups, pet projects or
black hole agencies like the CIA and the
Pentagon.
If President Bush is as dedicated to
education as he says he is, he neflis to
see beyond the nation’s current
economical crisis and revive our schools
now.
He needs to put his money where his
mouth is.

Faye Wells

Crueljokes not funny

T

iming counts in everything,
including the start of the
football season.
I know fans have raptly
watched games for the past five weeks,
but only Lucy Van Pelt and Charlie
Brown can open the 1991 football
season.
And so they did on Sunday, Sept. 29
when Lucy pulled the pigskin from under
Charlie’s rushing feet. Again.
Charlie Brown and Lucy are stars in
Charles Schultz’s cartoon "Peanuts," a
remarkable commentary on American
society. I have read it every day of my
literate life. As an adult, I find it
fascinating, poignant and often funny.
But after 30-some years, it’s time to
question whether Lucy’s clever cruelty
toward the vulnerable Charlie Brown is
funny anymore. As people laugh more at
Lucy’s demoniacal ploys and Charlie’s
painful falls, I wonder if time has
suddenly given respectability to the sick
notion that it’s fine to victimize the
gullible.
Her promises took many forms. It
started with word of mouth, then a
written promise signed by her, but not by
Charlie, then a contract signed by both
but not notarized. One year she said the
stars guaranteed that Charlie would touch
toe to ball, but she said the stars were
wrong.
Lucy’s persuasion became more
sophisticated as Charlie grew suspicious.
but, somehow, it has never been an even
match. He always "goes for it," and she
always yanks the ball from under his
rushing feet.
Lucy wins. The problem is that
Charlie does more than lose. He crashes
to the ground, perplexed at Lucy’s
duplicity, dazed from the fall and
humiliated at his own gullibility, a
quadruple whammy for those whose

sense of humor resides in sadism.
It isn’t even a "learning experience,"
because year after year, Charlie places
his trust in Lucy Van Pelt. He never
learns, and we readers have become
resigned to Charlie’s fate.
And this is funny? To some perhaps,
but not to me.
Some would argue that Schultz
balances Charlie’s pain with Lucy’s
unsuccessful pursuit of Schroeder, her
near collapse when TV priviledges were
withdrawn and her anger after Snoopy
gave her a slurpy kiss. But never have so
many people been so terrorized by so
vicious a kid.
That has not stopped my pleasure in
reading "Peanuts" for 30 years. I’ve
clipped strips I found amusing or apt for
language classes I have taught. I even
laughed when friends jokingly called me
the "real" Lucy Van Pelt. But I didn’t
laugh last Sunday.
In the legal world, so often invoked
by Lucy and satirized in his cartoon,
there is a statute of limitations, a date
beyond which a person victimized can
bring a formal complaint against a
o it is with humor, and Schultz has
reached it with the football strip. He can
no longer expect me to laugh at Lucy’s
sadism and Charlie’s pain.
Schultz is too much the artist to take
his players out of character by having
Charlie swing his foot deftly at Lucy’s
head. But when it comes to the football
gag, perhaps he needs a dose of
imagination.
Maybe he could think up a new
scenario so that his readers realize that
nice guys don’t always finish last.

Faye Wells is a Daily staff writer.
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SLACK
Rob Neill

Radio’s song: Can you spare a .

B

eginning Friday, campus station
KSJS begins its annual
membership drive.
Pledge drive would probably
be a more accurate name, or perhaps beg
drive, but you get the message. They need
your money.
The station, 90.7 FM, is hoping to
bring in about $16,000 about the same
it collected during the week-plus event
last year The money would be used to
modernize the shoebox the station’s DJs
broadcast from, and to throw in a few
perks around the place such as
microphones that work and tape players
that actually play cassettes.
At first thought, the timing of the drive
may seem awkward.
October is the time of year most
students get out from under the crushing
textbook debt they incurred in August,
and are finally able to put some spam into
their macaroni and cheese. It would seem
this month is a pretty bad one to hit
students up for a few bucks, or five (or
10).
But the station deserves your money

because of its success in developing a
truly multicultural operation on a campus
sorely lacking such institutions.
Unlike this newspaper, which tends to
give a WASPy sort of view of the world,
KSJS is staffed with representatives of
almost all ages, majors and racial groups
present on campus.
There is something for everybody on
the station, from the modern schlock that
is a staple of college radio, to innovative
jazz on weekends and shows targeted for
the Vietnamese, Hispanic and AfricanAmerican populations on campus.
A good example is Radio Azatlan,
which airs Friday evenings. The longest
running show on the station, it reaches out
into the often -ignored downtown Latino
community with music and news in
Spanish and English.
Another important aspect of the station
is its public affairs show, which deals with
topics as diverse as bringing up baby,
going to the movies, catching what’s new
on the local literary scene and more.
All of this is produced by students and
people in the campus community. Not just

radio/TV students, but all sorts. It’s likely
that someone in your next class works at
the station. Ask him or her about it; they’d
probably love to talk to you.
Its kitchen-sink approach to radio
programing works in representing ow
kitchen-sink approach to populating a
campus.
Some supporters of the station will
inevitably attatch the tired label of
"campus tradition" to KSJS during the
membership drive, ostensibly to inspire
enough Spartan pride to wheedle money
out of students. If you hear the "tradition"
line, ignore it. At this time, when the state
of California can’t afford the luxury of
educating its young adults, "traditions"
need to be tossed out in favor of programs
and services that actually work.
KSJS is vorth supporting bcause it
works, everyday, for all of this campus. If
you can help, call 924-KSJS.

Rob Neill is a Daily staff writer. His
column appears every Monday.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
No deception here
Editor,
There is an old adage that says "Don’t
believe everything you hear (or read) and
believe believe half of what you see."
This holds true more than ever for the
Spartan Daily editorial about "bogus abortion clinics" on Monday, Sept. 30.
The editorial blasted phony abortion
counseling for their ads in the Yellow
Pages claiming to provide abortion counseling when they have no medical staffs
and provide no health care services. I cannot tolerate deception. Had I not been
experienced in these clinics, I too would
have joined the chorus of the uninformed
and blasted these "phony" clinics.
Instead, I have worked with several of
these clinics (called Crisis Pregnancy
Centers) and have been in contact with
many others. They are not deceptive in
either advertising or counseling. Don’t
just believe what I say because it is written here in black and white. I challenge all

of you to prove it to yourselves Look in
the Yellow Pages and you will sky the crisis pregnancy centers listed under
"Abortion Alternatives," and again under
"Family Planning Information Centers."
’These centers provide counseling, clinical pregnancy tests at no charge, infomwtion on family planning and are staffed by
trained counselors and/or medical professionals. One such center is the Center for
Life O’Connor Hospital. Where is the
deceptive name, deceptive advertising, no
medcial staff and no health care?
If women are detained weeks at a time
against their will, it is called kidnapping.
There are homes (such as Heritage Home
on Third Street) for women in crisis pregnancies to stay if they need help or are
kicked out of their homes. There, a pregnant woman can finish school, receive
pre- and post-natal care classes, receive
training in job skills, job placement and
more. She can leave when she wants and
will receive the same treatment even if she
later decides to kill the child growing
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within her
It is usually the baby’s father who
makes such complaints when he cannot
pressure the mother into an abortion,
thereby relieving him of the responsibility.
Are these women detained "until it is
too late to terminate?" Currently, in this
country, it is only too late to terminate the
baby’s life after birth. For proof of this,
just listen to Witchita’s now famous abortionist, Dr. George Tiller, brag about his
ninth month abortions which are perfectly
legal.
Once the social engineers and public
opinion makers in the media and Congress
are bypassed, the public can truly form its
own informed opinion. With the facts laid
bare for the public inspection, the truth
can be seen. The deception lies not in
these "phony" abortion clinics but in the
pen of their enemy.
Andy Netzel, president of SJSU
Students For Life
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RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Support group, 1230
p.m., ADM 201, call 924-5930.
SJSU CYCLING TEAM: Meeting:
bring clues, waivers, and jersey orden,
5:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room, call
298-6928.
S.I.R.: Staff for Individual Rights:
Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week:
wiel discussion: "Should Gays and
Lesbians be Excluded From Military
Service?", noon, S.U. Costanoan
Room; AIDS Memorial March, 6:30
pin., Tower Hall to Spartan Chapel,

call 924-6350.
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Student
Magazine Assoc. meeting: election of
officers, noon,WU’il 131, call 9243246.
CAREER PLANNING it
PLACEMENT: Career Planning
Group Two, 2:30 p.m., BC 13; On campus interview orientation, 1230
p.m., S.U. Almaden Room, call 9246033.
UHS: University Housing Services
presents "Where Theres Will There’s
an ’A, Part Two, 8 p.m., DC, call 9248031.
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA:

Soronty meeting, 6:00 p.m., BC 209,
call 924-6350.
ART DEPT.: Suxlent gallery art
shows through (ct. 11,9 a.m., An
Dept., call 924-4330.

rUfZeW8
SIR.: Staff for individual Rights:
Gay and Lesbian Awareness Week:
Panel discussion: "Body and SouL" gay
and lesbian couples who have gone
through marriage or corruniunent
ceremony discuss their expenences, 1
p.m. S.U. COSUI11011/1 Room, call 9246350.

Judge finds English-only work rule discriminatory
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
federal judge has ruled that a South
San Francisco meat processing
plant’s "English -only" rule for production workers discriminates illegally on the basis of national origin.
U.S. District Judge Robert
Schnacke said on Friday he would
issue an order forbidding continued
enforcement of the rule, which has
been in effect for the last year at
Spun Steak Company. About half
the company’s workers speak
Spanish. English is not a requirement for being hired.
"I think it’s a ground -breaking
decision," said Christopher Ho,
lawyer for two Hispanic women
who challenged the policy. He said
no other federal judge in California
has ruled on the issue.
A lawyer for the company did not
return a telephone call.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court or
Appeals declared a similar rule for

employees of a Municipal Court in
Southern California to be illegal, but
the U.S. Supreme Court set the decision aside when the English -only
requirement was abandoned, leaving
the law unsettled.
Ho said the key issue in the case
was the company’s claim that the
policy would ease racial tensions
that might arise when some employees spoke Spanish among themselves and others thought they were
being talked about.
Schnacke responded that employees could also cause problems by
criticizing others in English, and that
harmony could be promoted without
forbidding other languages on the
job, Ho said.
The judge also rejected the cornpany’s arguments that the policy was
justified by reasons of safety and
productivity.
"There are theoretically cases
where there could be a business jus-

tification," like jobs with regular
customer contact or a language related job such as a disc jockey,
said Ho. from the Legal Aid Society
of San Francisco’s Employment
Law Center.
"But an employer has to meet a
pretty high burden to show there’s a
neutral, business -related reason for
the rule."
He said the two women, Priscilla
Garcia and Maricela Buitrago, were
longtime production -line workers
who took frozen meat products from
a conveyor belt and put them in
boxes for packing and shipping.
Most of the several dozen workers at
the plant speak primarily Spanish
and some speak only Spanish, Ho
said.
He said the women could pursue
their claims for damages in state
COUIrt.
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7 p.m., S.U. Costanoan Room, call 295.
5360 or 286-6427
SJSU MONTEREY COUNTY
CAMPUS: Meeting degree and
credential opportunities available at
Monterey County Campus.? p.m.,
Monterey County Campus Conference
Room, 893 Blanco Circle, Salinas, call
755 86(X)
WOMEN’S RUGBY: Informational
meeting.? p.m., S U. Almada’ Room.
call 288 7776
CAREER PLANNING k
PLACEMENT’: Employer
Presentation: Argo Systems, 12:30
p.m. S U Costanoan Room, call 924(4)33

SCTA: Student California Teachers.
Assoc.: Barbecue, 53 (free for
members), noun, 7th Street HER) p,i,
call 275-0960.
ALPAC: Alternative Lifestyles
Political Action Cualiticm: Weekly
meeting, 7 p.m., S.U. Mental,. Room,
call 236 2(832
PRE -LAW ASSOC.: General
meeting and speaker, 5 p.m., S
Costanoan Room, call 418-7586
CHEMISTRY DEPT.: Seminar:
William Jackson on studying reaction
dynamics using laser -induced
fluorescence and transient IR emission
spectroscopy, 4:30 p.m.. DH 250, call
924-5000

Even youth won’t keep overweight
people from getting ill, experts say
WASHINGTON (AP) Even
otherwise healthy young adults
shouldn’t count on being fat and
getting away with it.
Experts say there’s a good
chance of sickness later unless they
start working off the weight.
Obesity having too great a
percentage of your body as fat
can lead to heart disease, high blood
pressure and diabetes, especially
after people enter midlife.
"If a 20 -year -old is 30 percent
fat, that is a bit scary, because he
could be 40 percent by the time he’s
40," said Michael L. Pollock, director of the Center for Exercise
Science at the University of Honda
in Gainesville.
A healthy college -age man

should be no more than 15 percent
fat, and a college -age woman should
be no more than 25 percent, Pollock
said. Being 10 percent to 12 percent
fat or more above those levels
should be a red flag, he said.
"The health nsk is really strong
for those people," Pollock said. "He
may not notice at 20, but in his 30s
and 40s, it’s going to catch up
quick."
Nailing the risk of disease down
to individual cases is not so easy,
however.
"It depends on the level of overweight and a lot of other factors,"
said epidemiologist Steven N. Blair
of the Institute for Aerobics
Research in Dallas. Factors to watch
for are the ones that indicate you’ve

begun to get sick, such as elevated
blood pressure.
Another factor is the location of
your fat. Researchers have found
that people who carry their weight
on their bellies have a higher risk of
heart disease than people who carry
it around their hips.
Some people have inherited the
tendency to be larger, but a genetic
tendency toward obesity is not so
bad by itself, Pollock said.
"Obesity is only one risk factor
and, if that’s the only one, you can
do pretty well," he said.
That’s not necessarily a way out
of losing weight, however. "You
find some people who live pretty
long lives but, on
average, they
don’t," Pollock said.
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MARKETING CLUB: Marketing in
the arts: San Jose Civic Light Opera, 3
p.m., S.U. Costa/low Room, call 2432497.
ART DEPT.: Lecture series: David
Hopper, glass artist, Spin., ART 133,
call 924-4328.
HBA: Hispanic Business Association
Banquet committee meeting, 6:30 p.m.,
S.U. Montalvo Room, call 924-2707
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Support group, noon.
ADM 201, call 924-5930.
ASIAN AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP:
Rev. C. Fong, "Meeting Basic Needs,"
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Revenge. Suspense, Laughter. Rage. It’s all
part of what you’ll find at
San lose Repertory -Theatre. A spectacular array
of classic and contemporary theatre makes
this season our best ever.
It not the movies. It’s not 1V. It’s live theatre.
Exciting, dynamic and entertaining.
N’ou’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll scream, you’ll sigh
but first you have to subscribe!
But subscribe now. Because with your order,

AN JOSE EPERTORY THEATRE MVO
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Preceedin the first official meeting with President J. Han e Evans.
Dean Jay inson (left), School of Engineering, Dean Dolores Escot ir

A neNt(
ar
Evans reflects upon his history,
looks toward the future of SJSU
HANDEL, From Front Page
Though no stranger to stressful
situations, Evans appears unflappable. His former office staff all
agree that he is very calm and
controlled, and handles frustration
with a sense of humor.
"I’ve never really seen him
explode," Pauline Watson said.
Watson has worked with Evans for
the last two years as his secretary,
and has known him since he
arrived on campus. "He is very
easy-going."
Interim President J. Handel Evans addresses the media
during a press conference Wednesday afternoon in

Tower Hall. Behind him hangs the new official
portrait of Evans’ predecessor, Gail Fullerton.

’I’ve never really seen him explode.
He is very easy-going.’
Pauline Watson
I vanc’ set rt.tary

PHOTOS BY JEANETTE GLICKSMAN

DAILY CHIEF PHOTOGRAPHER

His first two days as interim
president proved very frustrating,
indeed, as Evans was barraged
with telephone calls and hounded
by the press.
Still he managed to smile often
and make time for everyone,
saying he knew when he accepted
the position that there would be
that kind of pressure.
Born in Bolton, England 52
years ago. Evans studied at
Cambridge University in England,
received
his
master’s
in
architecture from University of
Manchester in England, and later
did post -doctoral work at
University of Oregon.
He taught architecture a’,
California Polytechnic State
University at San Luis Obispo for
six years, before becoming dean of
the school of architecture and
environmental design.
In 1978, Evans came to SJSU as
an instructor, and shortly thereafter
moved into the ranks of university
administration.
Dressed in a blue power suit and
starched -white collar. Evans may
appear to be just another stuffed-

shirt, but he goes out of his way to
maintain the approachable, opendoor-policy image for which his
colleagues and students know him
That image comes to life at the
end of the day when, with tie
loosened, collar unbuttoned and
shin sleeves rolled up. Evans leans
back in his chair and begins to
reflect.
He tells a story as if he were
sipping hot tea, pausing between
sips to consider the flavor but not
putting the cup down.
Often he contemplates the
ceiling as if considering thoughts
which dangle somewhere above
his head.
The pivotal moment of his life
came at age 26, Evans remembers,
"sitting on the front seat of the
number -eight bus going from
Manchester to Bolton, in the rain,
when I decided to come to the
United States."
As young practicing architect.
he felt he should try something
different before he got much older.
A friend suggested he apply to
graduate school at University of
Oregon.
"He said, ’I think you’ll like
Oregon, it’s got mountains and
trees, Evans recalled. "I came
from a huge mciopolitan area,
spent mo,,t of my Lie working in
Central London What did I
know about mountains and trees?
But he said I’d like it, so I
applied."

In a diner next to the Eugene
Hotel, Evans experienced the
uniquely American traditions of
free coffee refills and eggs over
easy for the very first time. With a
laugh and a somewhat distant look,
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Interim President J. Handel
Evans speaks with friends as
his wife Carol looks on
during a
Rotary Club
luncheon last week. Although
it is not required to attend
functions such as these, they
look forward to them as an
opportunity for a mid -week
lunch date.
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During his first day as Interim Presidentj, Handel Evans tries to catch up in his work in his office which is
filled with unpacked boxes. Evans said jokingly that he thought it was a "hit presumptuous" to unpack.

he replayed the image of a waitress
refilling his cup over and over.
In January, five months after
arriving in Eugene, Evans met his
wife, Carol.
The following September they
married. Somewhere in between,
he said, he decided to remain in the
states.
A devoted family man. Evans is
determined to find time to be with
his wife and two children. He
visits with his daughter, Sarah, a
sophomore at Los Gatos High
School, while driving her to school
every morning.
His 20-year-old son, Jonathan,
is a student at SJSU, but Evans
said they don’t see each other
nearly as often as he’d like.
"You know how it is at that
age," he said with a wink.
On Saturdays, he and Carol
become "power shoppers,"
spending time at the mall and
having lunch together "at some
exotic place like Carl’s Jr."
4

The life of a university president
is very demanding socially, and the
Evans’ are heavily involved in the
so much that Carol
community
gave up her part-time job at
Nordstrom to be a full-time
president’s wife.
Evans is involved with the
Rotary Club and belongs to San
Jose Golf Club, where he said he
golfs with a 24 handicap ("That’s
not very good, is it?" he asked.).
He sat on the board of Good
Samaritan Hospital, until job
demands forced him to resign.
Pictures of family and personal
mementos can be seen spattered
across the walls above the stacks
of papers and half-empty boxes in
his still -in-transition office.
Evans believes in what he does,
although he said he wishes he
could teach more. He misses the

enthusiasm of young students,
particularly
freshmen
and
sophomores who "know it all and
don’t know it all," and watching
them grow.
"I like students," he said. "One
of the nice things about students:
they’re never very reticent about
telling you what they think."
Though still working into his
new role, Evans is enjoying the
change.
"It’s a different type of
experience sitting in this office,"
he said. "Being executive VP,
you’re dealing with instantaneous
problem solving, whether it’s a
broken water pipe or a transformer
blowing up. The president’s job is
a little more long term."
4
Evans doesn’t have many plans
as interim president beyond doing
the best job possible. He faces the
challenges of the closure of San
Carlos Street and enhancing
intercollegiate athletics.
But he is most enthusiastic
about the possible Fort Ord
expansion, and wants to be a part
of that before going back to being
EVP.
When asked about the future.
Evans said he would rather reflect
on the past, on the challenges and
opportunities that have made life
good to him, helping to leave his
mark on the world.
"I spent 12 years of my career
teaching architects. All those
young folks are architects now.
Wherever I go I meet one, and I
remember them and they
remember me, and they’re building
buildings all over the state.
"The fact that they remember
me and they’re doing what they’re
supposed to be doing, I think is my
mark, just as I think if we can get
through this year, that will be my
mark, too."

At the end of his first long day as interim president, Evans wades through a flood of messages

5
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Fresno redefines rout in 94-17 win Wahines at SJSU
(AP)
Everything seems to be record streak of successful PATs
bigger out West, especially in col- ended at 157 when he kicked wide
lege football. Just look at Fresno right in the second quarter.
State, whiLh beat New Mexico 9417 Or Marshall Faulk of San Diego > No. 3 Washington 54,
State, who scored five touchdowns
Arizona 0
and gained 212 more yards in a 4721 victory at Hawaii.
Mark Brunell, recovered from a
Fresno State (4-0) came just six knee injury, threw two TD passes to
points short Saturday night of Mario Bailey for the Huskies (4-0),
Houston’s 23 -year -old record for who had seven takeaways and
points against a major-college oppo- sacked George Malauulu six times.
nent. Mark Barsotti passed for three It was the worst defeat for the
touchdowns and ran for two for the Wildcats since 1949, when they lost
Bulldogs.
to Michigan State 75-0 at Tucson.
"We could never have had this
type of performance without a great > No. 5 Michigan 43, No. 17
effort by our defense," Fresno State
Iowa 24
coach Jim Sweeney said.
Fresno State, which gained a
Elvis Grbac threw three TD rtssschool -record 757 yards, tied an es, two to Desmond Howard, and
NCAA record for most points in a reserve Jesse Johnson ran for 168
quarter with 49 in the second period. yards and two scores as the
Seven New Mexico turnovers led to Wolverines (3-1) rebounded from a
six Fresno State touchdowns in the 51-31 loss to Florida State last
first half as Fresno State opened a week. Iowa (3-1) was outrushed
66-7 lead.
371-77.
After just five college games,
Faulk has 16 touchdowns and 830 > No. 6 Oklahoma 29, Iowa
yards rushing, 7.6 yards per attempt.
St. 8
He set his fu-st record with 386 rushCale Gundy threw three TD passing yards and seven TDs against
Pacific and can set his second by es for the Sooners (4-0) and
becoming the first freshman to reach Oklahoma had eight sacks, includ1,000 yards in six games.Here’s a ing seven of Chris Pedersen.
roundup of the top games:
Oklahoma lost to Iowa State 33-31
last year, but has won 15 straight at
> No. 1 Florida St. 46, No. Ames.

15 Syracuse 14

CasPy Weldon threw for a careerhigh 347 yards and three TDs as the
Seminoles (5-0) extended Division
I -A’s longest winning streak to 11
games. FSU scored the final 39
points after Qadry (Missile) Ismail’s
95 -yard kickoff return put Syracuse
(4-1) ahead 14-7 late in the first
quarter.

)No. 2 Miami 40, Oklahoma
St. 3
The Hurricanes (4-0) got four
TDs and a field goal on their first
five possessions and gained 520
yards, their fourth 500 -plus game
this season. Carlos Huerta’s NCAA

> No. 7 Notre Dame 42,
Stanford 26
Jerome Bettis ran for three touchdowns and caught a pass for another
as the Fighting Irish (4-1) rebounded from a 36-31 loss to Stanford last
year at South Bend, Ind.

> No. 8 Baylor 38, Houston
21
David Klingler completed 35 of
57 pas.ses for 470 yards for Houston,
but Baylor quarterback J.J. Joe
accounted for three TDs and the
Bears (5-0) intercepted three passes
and recovered four fumbles.

No. 9 Penn St_ 24, Temple 7

> No. 22 Georgia 27, No. 18
Clemson 12

Tony Sacca threw two touchdown passes and Craig Fayak
kicked a field goal for the Nivany
Lions (5-1), who made three successful goal -line stands in the second half.

Freshman Eric Zeier threw two
TD passes to Andre Hastings and
Georgia (4-1) got three interceptions
and two fumble recoveries. Clemson
(3-1) had won eight straight.

> No. 10 Florida 16,
Louisiana St. 0

> No. 19 Alabama 53,
Tennessee-Chattanooga 7

Shane Matthews passed for 220
yards and a touchdown and Arden
Czyzewski kicked three field goals
for Florida (4-2), which handed
LSU its first shutout since 1985.

Mark McMillian ran 98 yards
with an interception and Siran Stacy
gamed 109 yards and scored twice
for Alabama (4-1), which had its
largest victory margin since routing
Vanderbilt 66-3 in 1979.

> No. 11 Ohio St. 31,
Wisconsin 16

> No. 20 Illinois 24,
Minnesota 3

Raymont Hams ran for two TDs
and Ohio State (4-0) held the
Bargers to minus -1 yard on 17 rushes after Terrell Fletcher’s 29 -yard
run on Wisconsin’s second play.

Kamen Bell ran for two fourthquarter touchdowns for Illinois (31), which held the Gophers to 70
yards rushing. Bell rushed for 85
yards, caught seven passes for 72
yards and returned six punts for 51
points.

> No. 12 Pittsburgh 24,
Maryland 20
Alex Van Pelt completed 27 of 45
passes for 353 yards and two touchdowns, and freshman Vince Williams
scored the go-ahead TD on his first
career carry. Pittsburgh (5-0) has its
best start since going 7-0 in 1982.

> No. 13 California 27,
UCLA 24
In 100 -degree heat at the Rose
Bowl, Doug Brien kicked a 47-yard
field goal with 30 seconds left for
Cal (4-0). The Bruins (2-2) have lost
two straight to Cal after an 18 -game
winning streak against the Bears.

> No. 16 N. Carolina St. 28,
Georgia Tech 21
Geoff Bender, a rr-dshin freshman
playing for the injured Terry Jordan,
scored on a 2 -yard keeper with 2:43
left for Wolfpack (5-0). The Yellow
Jackets (2-3) committed three penalties on the winning drive, including
pass interference on fourth down.

for two-match set
Duly staff teport
A Big West Conference match
for the Spartan women’s volleyball team these days usually
means another nationally -ranked
team.
This week is no exception.
This time it’s the University of
Hawaii women’s volleyball team,
ranked No. 2 in the nation last
week, that is providing the topflight conference competition.
The difference is the Spartans
have to play Hawaii on consecutive nights. Monday and Tuesday
at the Event Center. Both matches
start at 7:30 p.m.
Hawaii is looking to win a fifth
consecutive Big West title.
Though the Wahines lost a key
player last season in two-time
All-American and 1990 Big West
Player of the Year Karrie

> No. 21 Texas A&M 37,
Texas Tech 14
Bucky Richardson rushed for
three touchdowns, Texas A&M (31) allowing just eight rushing yards
and gained 443 yards in total
offense.

> No. 23 Mississippi 35,
Kentucky 14
Russ Shows passed for two
touchdowns and Darron Billings
rushed for two scores as previously
unranked Mississippi (5-1) moved
into the Top 25.

SPORTS WEEK
This week in sports for SJSU.
DAY
MON
TUE
THU
FRI
SAT
SUN

> S. Mississippi 10, No. 24
Auburn 9
Brian Wood broke up Stan
White’s 2 -point conversion pass to
Fred Baxter with 1:33 to play as
Southern Mississippi (3-2) beat
Auburn (3-2) for the second straight
year.

Trieschman, they are packed with
talent.
Heading an impressive Wahine
roster is first-team All-American
setter Cheri Boyer, a three-year
starter. The 6-foot -1 senior averaged 12.6 assists per game last
season, among the top averages in
the nation.
A rising star for the Wahines is
5 -foot -8 sophomore outside hitter
Kenyatta Lovelace. Lovelace was
named Volleyball Monthly’s
Before last weekend’s action at
New Mexico State, Hawaii’s
record was 6-2 overall, 0-2 in the
Big West.
SJSU beat New Mexico State
last week in a four-set victory at
the Event Center to push its Big
West record to 2-3.
The Spartans competed in the
Stanford Invitational last weekend.

SPORT
Volleyball
Sharks
Volleyball
Sharks

OPPONENT
Hawaii
Calgary
Hawaii
Winnepeg

Soccer

UNLV
New Mexico State
Scrimmage
Fullerton State

Football
Softball

Soccer

TIME
7:30
7:35
7:30
7:30
7:00
6:00
900
2:00

Home games in BOLD type.
Football and Soccer at Spartan Stadium.
Volleyball at the Event Center. San Jose Sharks
at the Cow Palace.

49ers’ dynasty is over; San Francisco tries to rebuild
ant about to announce
something that San
Francisco 49ers fans will not
want to read. In fact, they
will cringe at the thought of
it.
The dynasty has fallen.
The Niners are not the team they
were when they won the Super
Bowl in 1990. In fact, they are not
even the same team that lost the
NFC Championship in 1991.
This season’s 49er team is coping
with transition. San Francisco’s 2-3
record, their worst start since 1982,
is proof of this.
After last season’s 15-3 overall
record, a disappoint to Nincr fans
but a dream season for people in
places like New England, the
organization decided to make
changes.
They started by trimming
veterans seen as on their way down.
Two such players, Ronnie Lott and
Roger Craig, were on their way
down alright, down south to Los
Angeles.
Then the Niners told Mike
Keena Turner and Eric
Wright that there services were no
longer required. Wilson has since
retired while Turner and Wright are
now working for the club from the
sidelines.
One of the main things that San
Francisco now lacks, besides a
winning record, is leadership. Lott,
Craig, Wright, Turner and Wilson
-

provided this rare commodity.They
possess 18 Super Bowl rings
between them.
Grid iron stars like Joe Montana
and Charles Haley lead, but do so
more with their physical talents than
their vocal one’s. Player’s such as
Lott could do both.
Lott plays with as much desire
and heart as anyone that has ever set
foot on an NFL field. He delivers
devastating shots to opposing
offenses and encouraging shouts to
his defensive teammates. Any player
on the field Sunday in Los Angeles
can confirm this.
veterans like
Without
Lott and Craig, the
Niners are still
searching to find
themselves. The
players are wondering if they are a
play-off team or just another alsoran.
These questions are created by
the infusion of youth and
inexperience that dominates this
season’s squad. At the moment, they
are a young team, a Steve Young
team. And he and other new starters
are still adjusting to their unfamiliar
roles.
Young showed such inexperience
Sunday against the Raiders. While
chased in the second quarter, he
attempted to throw the ball away to
avoid the sack. Instead of sending it
out of bounds or towards the turf, he
tossed it in the center of the field up
for grabs and Howie Long grabbed
it. Joe Montana with 12 years under
his belt, would have never thrown
such a ball.
The defensive backfield is also
saturated with inexperience. With
Lou and Wright gone and Pollard
injured, this unit is unstable at best.

FIRST COMMUNITY FLEA MARKET
PRESENTED BY ASSOCMTED STUDENTS OF

EVERGREEN VALLEY COLLEGE
Saturday, October 12, 1991
7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Acacia Bldg. Parking Lots .5 and 6 near Bus Stop
FREE Admission
Uor more information or to purchase selling space,
please contact the College’s Student Accounts Office,

(408) 274-7900 ext. 6537
Evergreen Valley College
3095 Yerba Buena Road
San lose, CA 95135

Safety Dave Waymer and
cornerback Don Griffin are the most
experienced starters remaining front
last season. The Niners must now
rely on returning youngsters Johnny
Jackson ,Greg Cox and Kevin Lewis
along with newcomers David
Whitmore, Todd Bowles and Mark
Lee.
far, opposing teams
Thus
have taken advantage of
this rag -tag group. They
are especially targeting
second -year free agent Kevin Lewis
who was promptly replaced in the
starting line-up last week by 12 -year
veteran Mark Lee.
Making this problem worse is the
Niners’ pass rush, or lack thereof.
They are not applying the amount of
pressure on opposing quarterbacks
that the depleted defensive backfield
needs. They allowed Jay Schroeder,
not the nimblest passer in the NFL,
plenty of time to throw last week.
The trade for disgruntled linebacker

Tim Harris should greatly improve
the play of the defense.
On the other side of the ball, the
offense has not really clicked yet.
They are not scoring in the red zone.
Two field goals in L.A is not a
display of great offense power.
The revamped running game is
much better than a year ago, though
youngsters Keith Henderson and
Dexter Caner still are not the
dominant backs Roger Craig once
was.
is the air attack that has gone
Itsouth. This cannot be blamed
solely on Young. though. The
injury to tight end Brent Jones has
taken an aspect out the passing
game. Also, the receivers still do not
appear to be on the same page as the
left-handed Young and are dropping
passes that they shouldn’t. Maybe
the return of Montana can help
correct this.
The offensive line has been well,
offensive. They are run blocking

slightly better than last season, but
Young is not getting the needed time
to throw. He is getting plenty of
exercise running away from
pursuing pass rushers.
This unit just isn’t in synch. Plan
B guard Roy Foster is still adjusting
to his new club and the other
linemen are adjusting to him..
Not a week has gone by without
the line being flagged on a crucial
drive.
Steve Wallace was caught twice
for false starts last week when the
team could not afford such calls.
What it all comes down to is that
San Francisco should not panic and
make the drastic and irrational
changes that they made in the offseason. This is a new 49er team, one
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MARKETING
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Need a challenge?
Earn up to $2500/ term managing
credit card promotions on campus.
flexible hours.

Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.25

INTERESTED IN LAW SCHOOL?
Learn more by coming to
the Pre-Law Association
General Meeting

PLANNING A TRIP?
A short walk could save you lots of money
Discount FaresAvailable with S.J.S.U. I.D.

in transition. The organization needs
to be aware of this and show some
patience.
After all, DeBartolo and
company are responsible for it.

- Guest Speaker- LSAT Prep

L-41

Refreshments
Tuesday October 8th 5pm-6pm
Costanoan Room
Upstairs in the Student Union

(408) 294-5000
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WORLD EVENTS

"We are making all military preparations that we can, putting Croatia on a war
footing," Salaj said. "We can’t go back
anymore."
In all, at least 600 people have died
since Croatia declared its independence on
June 25. Some estimates put the toll at
2,500.
The fighting between Croats and Serbs
has been caused by the refusal of many of
the 600,000 ethnic Serbs in Croatia to live
in an independent Croatian state. Croats
blame the war on Serbian expansionism
and say Serbs have nothing to fear from an
independent Croatia.
Federal warplanes, firing missiles,
attacked a small airport six miles southwest
of Zagreb, hitting the command post of a
former air force training center that had
been taken over by Croatians. Officials
said one person was killed and three
injured, and several nearby houses were
damaged.
Fighting was also reported raging south
of Zagreb, in the eastern Croatian region of
Slavonia near the border with Serbia, and
near the medieval walled city of Dubrovnik
on the Adriatic.

0 Croatia moves to ’war
footing’ as army jets
attack Zagreb area

LONDON (AP) - Western leaders on
Sunday hailed Soviet President Mikhail S.
Gorbachev’s pledge to dramatically reduce
nuclear weapons.
"Good news for the whole world," said
President Bush, who one week earlier had
announced unilateral U.S. nuclear arms
cuts.
Gorbachev said Saturday the Soviet
Union would disarm all short-range nuclear
weapons and cut the number of ballistic
missiles below a limit allowed under a
recently signed U.S.-Soviet arms control
treaty. He also announced a one-year moratorium on testing and said he would ask
other nuclear powers to do the same.

German Chancellor Helmut Khol
"emphatically" welcomed the Soviet’s initiative.
"With this, the Soviet Union has positively responded to disarmament proposals
announced by President Bush a week ago,"
Kohl said in a statement. "For Europe, it is
of special importance that the Soviet Union
is ready to withdraw and destroy its atomic
battlefield weapons."
British Prime Minister John Major also
welcomed
stunning
Gorbachev’s
announcement but said Britain would continue with plans for a modernized strategic
deterrent.
"If it is what it seems to be, then there
may be a unique opportunity to see a dramatic de-escalation in nuclear weapons,"
Major told reporters outside his 10
Downin$ St. office.
Britain announced last week that, fol-

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (Al’) Embattled Croatia moved to a "war footing" Sunday, handing out guns and uniforms to new volunteers, while federal
warplanes struck positions near the republic’s capital.
The European Community threatened
trade and economic sanctions against
Yugoslavia’s warring parties unless the
fighting stopped by Monday midnight. But
Croatian forces and the federal army and
Serb guerrillas continued battling throughout the republic.
The army - facing desertions, morale
problems, armor captured by the Croats
and the approach of winter weather appeared to be trying to strike a decisive
blow to bring Croatia quickly to its knees.
"It’s a great offensive," said Croatian
Information Minister Brankci Salaj. "They
are throwing everything they have at us."
Croatian officials, apparently following
President Frani Tudjman’s call to arms
late Saturday, said they had begun mobilizing volunteers in areas where there were
enough weapons.

(0 10 killed in Kashmir
during army crackdown
on militants
SRINAGAR, India (AP) - Ten people
were shot to death in Srinagar on Sunday,
police and witnesses said, raising the death
toll to 25 in two days of house -to -house
searches by army troops trying to contain
Muslim separatism in Kashmir.
The witnesses accused the paramilitary
Border Security Force of firing on unarmed
civilians who had been ordered out of their
houses for the army search Sunday. Ten
people died, the witnesses said on condi-

N EW: STUDOIT DENTAL PLAN
Office visits, teeth cloned and X.
rays no charge
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Erroll nowt For dacha* see A S.
Office or
Call 800855.3225
REPORTER SEEKS ’TUDOR’S who
have purchased ’conned’ or ghost.
written term papers For article In
progress Confidentiality gueran
teed Call 415 494.7720
MAKE A DIFFERENCE In the life of
mentally Ill person Volunteer
your friendship 3 hours per week
Training Is provided
Call 436-0605
11111,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insidence coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of Caltfornia Rates
as we as 52Cc per month For
brochure, call
(408) 252 7300
VOUJNIZER LEADERS NEEDED for
Immo City oh ikfren / youth
Serve velth Cityleam Ministries
lboth outreach In bible dubs.
tutoring, disclpieship
Hours flexible Bernie Ashby
(4081998-4770
CASH FON COLLEAL Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources
of available college cosh Our per
sonalized Elnanclai Pianning Rector’
finds the hidden ’choler ship
sources for you Call for a free cop/
of ’10 "Joys To Stretch Your SchoI
//ship Chances’
408 7338226
SOAU( NEEDED FOR 2nd divlsOn
wrxnens soccer team Nice team.
ver y comportfrkie Sundry games.
no practices Micki 2465133
ARE YOU APPLYINS TO ORADUATIT
SCHOOL/ The Princeton Review
seeks Ptts-Law, Pro Business and
other prospective graduate stu
dents interested In trying a FREE
LSAT, GMAT or GRE diagnostic
exam Call (408) 26896 74 to
make your reservation Call Today!
"MR. SLUE ORM" has current
Cell Teen Products (algae I ackicil.
polkas) on hand now. Special money
making/sere* plan for 1st 5 *am
Mee hate or groups. Get brain
food/body rebuilding Items from
VIror Iri Sai 211 or mho; Plan 196.
PO. Box 9, 51 CA 95103 Phone
408 254-1447.Free yeast self test
OPIDI
Oh, put God to the test and see
how kind He lel
Honor yo.* father and mother,
That you may hrefo a iong, good Ilfe
You must not murder
1to must not convnIt adultery
You must not steel
You must not lie
You must not be greedy
Cho PO Boa 160315
Cupertino, CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
1104 MITSUBISHI 71E014 4 or
sedan. Auto Trans, Al,, AM/FM
Coss, cruise, per *880*11 locks.
Mich rot:Pala, new Woke, Si tune
up. Good Corr) 51495. dm Mine
415 32101170 ed. 4237
ISIS 00012 CORM Engine
completeN rebuilt 4 years igo
Medeet MM. New tees 1 yew ago
4 peed. 11700. Call racsies.
1674 NAT 211 looks/runs pod
Sell or bade for rIMICirCycle
The prier CV’ for someone lIse
youl Call Vied 971-331111
Dont *Say, this rill fa hell

SEIZED CARS, Munro, boots
*wheelers, motorhomes, by FBI.
IRS, DEA /welled., you, area now
Call 805 682.7555 Est C 1255
AUTO IIMUNAXCE
Campus insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving S1SU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
’Good Rates for Non-Gotx1Dinvers’
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family Muni-car
CALL TODAY
2965210
FREE
NO HASSLE NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 92
11177 DAMN 200 2
Low milers, excelient Condition
52600 Evenings 40E1554-6093

FOR SALE
UMW PONNAC TA. V8 Sint conct
PS, PEI, AC, FWD.) Red eat
grry/blk Int $4400 o o
365-1862
1110(10 OAK BUMMED top/Min,
bottom/full Sot mattress Mot
Excellent Condition 730-C130

HELP WANTED
NO DOMES HATS OR SCARY UNI
FORMS. lust a fun, cool piece to
work’ FT/PT, Else firs good pay
Cooks/Counters, Drivers $1.$11
hr 18 In. oven car, Ins, tin DMV
PIZZA A GO GO
138W Santa Clara
10100 S DeAnza BNcl

seeking M / F for fashion, pert and
T V commercial wont For Reg eve.
uation Call 3748090
TEACHER OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION & Motor Devoid:mend
for children, 2 to 12 years
Experience end car required
Gyrnsters. Inc , 14081 9968955
CASHIER PIT at Mt. View loco.
tlon Walt on customers, clean,
stock Afternoon & weekend Start
ing pry 6 50/hr CII 2946161
Race St Fish 8. Poultry E 0 E
POSTAL JOSE AVAILABLE’
Many portions Great berents
Call/105 682 7555 Eat P3310
81 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE
Your baternny, sorority or other
campus group can earn between
$50051000 In Jess than 7 days
You pry absolutely nothing
Call 1 8007352077 Est 3
ATTN: ACCOUNTING 6W. P/T Sen
voi co by S)SU A/P Cornort
sr file phone Ides* encoureged
Women welcome to woman owned
business 9931881
NUTRITIONIST: for meor San lee
nonprofit divination FT
Excellent benefits Apply
Second Harvest Food Bank.
297 Commercial St San lose, CA
95112 286.9170 FOE

VOLUNTEER SUPIRVISON/SAL.
VASIL Supervise food born* pro
Jects for nonprofit organization
Traln volunteers in food handing
and sanitation procedures Min 25
nours/wetrfr flexibi hours, some
Saturdays and eves Benefits
C/CTT PROSRAMMERS - On* Apply Second Harvest Food Bank.
ful.time entry level and two part 297 Commercial St San lose, CA
time positions Experience with 95112 28159170 FOE
Microsoft windows a plus Prior
experience with large programming
POP SYSTORS has fob openings
projects required Mall or fax
In hghtech compute( industry
resume to Hin Man, PO Boo 1807
Excellent opportunity for graduating
S 1 CA 95109 Fax 0 2988157
marketing mopes, or any
graduating senior Call
(408) 944-0301 for Interest in a
DIRECTOR F011 L/C, PLAY CONDI
funtirne or pert time account
for 2 10 year olds Eve AweekarnO
inescotn position open
new Oekrklg Mall 281-8880
TIM ORISINAL CRAM NOUSE
Now MI
Servers w/ DInneliouse Lap
’Cooks
’Bartenders
Oyster Bar
*Host / Hostess
*Bus
Immediate portions available at
our NEW iocatkn 10 min from Son
in,. State Apply In person.
2-4 pm weekdrys
5506 Monterey he
(et Blossom Hill)
In Monterey Plaza
COMPUTER RETAIL SAILS - Went
to haw fun. Whlie still maInt mining
your school schedoW, lgst paid
for It too/ Then you will to glad to
know that CornputrWore. the
original and best Mr software /
hardware nisei*, has immediate
PT sales openings at our Sunnyvaie
store Cent:Metes must be highly
Mac refits Duties Include
cishNriNg product demos, and
customer support Corer letter
resume to Personnel,
ComrerWere, 2800 W Beyshore
, Palo Atto, CA 94303
CHIIDCARE IN OUR los Gatos
home 2 sons. 10 yr/oid and blind
4 yr/old. 6.161*, Mt Mondays,
other few very. Elkeelble with a
student CIMM tram, references.
$5501., Call Sue at 3664515

ANN THE CREW at me Rusty Scup
pen ApplIcrOns accepted Mi
2 305.00. 1235 Oiiimead Plow,
Sunnyvale, 2452911 Conveniently
located off Hwy 101 & lerdence
(Army Sers you soon!
ROC/P.L OR MILD DEY/ED
MAJORS’ Small World Schools is
hiring teachers end oubstitutes for
our 9 preschool (612 sons ECE
preferred) rid 12 schixilege
(rec/PE knits 08) programs We
hew both fullitime and part time
portions FIrdble tours availeble
Our Corer’ are open 6am to 6 pm
Experience preferred but not
required Cell 257 7328
START $7 &OD PIM NOUN
Dee Swirls. Greve shift* Fl/P1
Weekly pay
56contY/RiscoPtlond8e tech
Escellent boners
Credit union Medical insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate Interviews
Apply 8sm 5pint, Mon Fri
Verguard Security Services
3212 Scott BNO Santa Clara
(bele. San Tomes Exp / Olcon)

HOUSING

MODEL MUNN II Cornopolltan
International modeling agency

ride bike to school 790 S 11th
street Laundry facIlltioni. security
WOK , cable TV avail Remodeled.
very clean Call rir 288.9151

2 OPHM / SAM APT. $770
5205 mo IL 1 Bdrm/1 birth opt
5000 a Mo 12 MO New Walk or

NEWS
Five correct - news stud.
Three to four - reads USA
Today. One to two - Where
have you been?

O Why are House members about
to read their names posted on a
wall?
OD How did the phenomenon of
mountain biking get started?
Which
local stadiums are still in
the running as World Cup 1994
sites?
O Name the Nobel Peace Prize
nominee who spoke at SJSU on
Fnday.
O

What Hawaiian goddess is a sulfur volcano on the Jupiter moon lo
named for?
ANSWERS: I) Because they stiffed restaurant bills. 2) From old motorcycle parts and
new bikes in the late ’70s. 3) Stanford
Statham and Candlestick Park. 4) Dr. Heko
Caldicat. 5) Pete, Hawaiian goddess afire.

Edited by Cony Ttesidder
Spartan Daily Assistant News Editor

JAPANESE STUDINTS: Reduced
rent in exchrge for teaching
owner Japanese Rent master
bedroom 1 block born lint Rail
5-60 10 mm n away includes
kitchen IL w/d $350 /rho c 1/3
utiittirre 2773357 or 298 6182
Ask for Chic
STUDIO APT FOR RENT $310/mu
1.855 San Fernando, new 5/50
Cali 2800888 or 279.8902 or
294.-0757
FEMALE TO NNNNN 2114/2SA
corpo in Wilde Gien W/D.
pool a. SOS S375 mil Call 297
5031 ekes of law message
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 bon, / 2 bath start 5785 Free
brio cable TV. Securky Gates.
Remodeled - Roomy end deer
508S 110, St
Cali Dan 295.5256 or
Stems 729.0290
Leave message
2 BORM.-2 RATH
Freer cable.
"vas(’ Deli’ng. quiet Ideal for 4
students Pool table Er Pingo-one
4th & wilier’, 947.0803
ROOMMATE
W
Rent
$21250 2 bed / 2 bath sham
room 148 E Wllllarrrs Gatenvin
Apt, Contact Ben Kiri 9714706
UNE NEW 1 OR APTS. Brht
& airy wtth AEK. OW AC Oared
perking, intercom leundry Two
roommate’ 041 Rent $8855850
Also rent monthly perking only
Quiet, nice for staff
1 block from campus
ASPEN MNTAGE TOWER 2974705
FOR SALE PERFECT 2 BEDROOM.
HOME. Rerriddled doll house
wine* oak Mk and bath Parklike
yard! Near S.ISUI Cali Linda
3714980 for rom
ROOMMATE WANT= 1 it /1 be
5300. rent, $275 eels utii incl
Garage Palk" 3 bike from S ISU
Call Cynthia 977 1720

WORDPROCESSINQ

ROOM IN TOWNHOUSE. 880
Camden Mist! math 5450 or room
8350 N/S 408 879.9415 Nice

LEARN TO AM
All level. prNote thrOogh
commercial Special 1 hOur,
Friendly
introductory fight for 535 CO Call WORD PROCESSING
home typist using Word Perfect
km at (408) 7233146 for details
Lases printer Neer Bollinger & De
Anza Blvd 12 years legal exped
REPOSSESSED& IRS Foreclosed once Suzann, 448-5858
PlOnlee wailers at below market
volts Fantastic savirgsl
repair Also S&L ballad proper
OPIRIENCED APPORDA111.11
ties Cell 8056827555
Teem Perlis. Theses, manuscripts,
tot 141513
etc Call Gina 3.111140114.

LOST & FOUND
DOS FOUND ON 10/2/111, About
25 os Mostly black wfrri tan areas
around legs Given to Santa Clara
Humane Society. For further info
Call Steve at 996-7431

10% DISCOUNT as. all
PERMANENT COSMETICS
Enhance your natural beauty!.
Eye liner Eyebrows lips Chew,’
Small scars owndeu
ExplreS 12.25-91
Cell Trish at 406379.3500
Hair roomy Gone TOmOrri:re
621E Comp:kali Are all
Civripbeii CA 95006

4200.00 REWARD
Lost Dog ’SAM’
Femaie Goioen shorthred
Shepard mix Cii 408 286-8491

PERSONAL
COMPL1TERMATE. low cost dating
service FREE brochure P0 Box
612112, S 1 CA 95161 2112
800 4239199 ’Agents Wanted’

RARE IT ALLI PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL Stop shavIngeraxin(
tweezing-Or using chernicis Let
us permanently remove your
darented her Back. Chest, Lip
Bikini. ChM. Turinfris, frt.0 Students
fICUITy 15% discount 1st add
1/2 price If made before December
25th Hair Today Cone Torydrow
621 E Campbell Ave 017 Camp.
bell Cali 408 379-3500
Gwen. Trish cre
Registered Electrologists

ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE,
publication
serving
monthly
ootrecreneurs with ed. 6 orticies
Stomp* cop? $2 . year $12 PO Box
7010. Yen Nuys. CA 914047010

SERVICES
TUTORING: Economics floonce.
Burilness. Math ’Stork A’ coo
loge study skills, by an Associate
Professor (Ph 0) 11 years teacttorg experience at Middle TenneSSee Stele UnriirerSit( (accredtt
ed) Prof Wynn 14061
7491518

COUPE FINANCIAL HELP. Soho,
ershlp sources SAT deparaton
1.813).727 2258 Ed 4376
ELECTROLYSIS CUNICI Unwanted
Ptak rernoved fervor, Specialist
COnfldrintiel YoUt own sterile
probe or disposable
Call 247-74011,
335 5 Beywood You San Joe.

HOW TO USE YOUR BIOME
to "control’ your We
Price 139 00 with student ID
Date Sat Oct 12 -11n* 942 am
Place Reolsson S Son lose
399 Silicon Valley 13190
FOREIGN STUDENTS’ I can heip
you pass 100W English mredi 38-4
GPA CaB Dave 408 2983790

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL Air couriers end
Cruiser-10s Students also needed Christmas. Swing and Summer
for Amusement Park empornent
Call 805 682 7555 Lot F166

WHIMS, REICARCII SERVICES.
All *objects Paper. thesis deveicie
mem assistance Quelred writ.
vs [ONO( Resumes
Work guaranteed Reasonatle
Berkeley 14151 841 5036

MIENS DO YOU MKT TO 110?
Harrell. Mexico. Estop". U 5?
Make your Christmas Plans now
Call for low airfares
408 997 3647 Arian*

TYPO*, WOROPROC11411141
52 PER PAGE
EILEEN 226.1459
CALL MARSHA 2111144411 for weed
Processing *fin Word Perfect 5 1
and HP Laser II Specialize editing.
g rem-nor sentence structure.
formatting (APA. Turoblan. MLA)
Can also wit your 5 1/4 dIsli In WP
50/5 1 or ASCII Assistance with
all phases of thesis, term pew
resume preparation ESL students
welcome WIII0e Glen area
WHEN THE NEST
IS AU, YOU Ni
Papers Troop
Laser Printer
SDeli Check
$1 90 oo and up
Evening & weekend spOrli
Ben yes., ’Evergreen
2544565
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Wort: Processing. Term Papers
Theses, Graduate Work. APR
Turablan Desktop Publishing
Graphic Dryer 4 tryout
Laser Chrtput
Satisfaction Guaranteed
ARGILIO INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oakrickos Mall 224-8395
A NEATLY TYPED PAP1311
gets the best grade
Good soeilkg and grammar
also help Let this
English teacher assist
you in improving your
G PA Fore(n students
welcome Cali Barbera
at WRITE /TYPE 14081 295.7438
AAANI LiPERIENCIED TYPIST.
Let me do the typIngit
Resumes. trim papers theses,
etc Grad undergred krellable

days’ (ryes
weekends by appl)
IBM Corp / Lewd printer.
Call Atm.. 972-4992.
AFFORDABLE CUMIN:IN=
lordINOCessirgi Term papers
reports, {mop PrIere. reams"
letters, theses. lamvpdriter,
sec All tartlets plus APA,
Scolicheck. punctuation/ gramener
assistance AN work guerinteed1
Cali PAM 247 2881. Bent- 98ol
for worry free professional
dePendable service
ABANDON THE FlIUSTRATTOKI
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Reports - APR Tomblin,
’swine*. letters I mom.
Postscript Laserjet.
Affordebks. accurate. & feat!
HOurS 8 30 OM 7:00 wn
Call Evelyn 2704014.
CALL LINDA TOON/
for experience0, professions!
wordprocessing. Theses, term
Papers, group coolers. etc.
All formats includIrs APA_
Quick return.
Transcription SerVICOS realiebie.
Almeoen / Brennen" wee
PhOne 2644504.
QUALITY TYPINS SERVICE
Term Papers, theses, resumes.
Wire. Worts All formats
Steno series Pick up and delivery
for large jobs 20 Were
experience MA in English
Call Margret.
8 ort to 9 prn. at 251.6775
TWO BLOCKS PROM CAMPUS
nest to Origirwi Joe’s
TYPING WOROPROCESSPIG
11 50-52 00 page
Macintosh laser point.
Note* Padre letters,
Nem, resumes. etc Free eating
Doerrhenn Business Center
325S 1st St 1st El 2834700
IDEPERIOICIED WORD Promescm,
famlilw with APA/Turablan
formats Science and English
Wens Our SOSClelty Free speN
check/storage Lowpoet Welt’
err graphics Resumes and other
services available
Mesterson’s Word Processing
Cali Paul or Virginle 251.0449

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one letter.)
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City/Star
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$1000

Day
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lines

$600 $700

$800

5 Imes

$7 00 $13 00

$900 $10 00 $11 00

Stone,

$800 $900

$100051100 $1200

Each addlOonal day $100

SEMESTER RATES,

Please check
your classification:

011 0115 DAY

Each ad:Honig line $100

ROOMMATE
W
Rent
$21250 2 bed /2 bath share
PAST FUNDRAISER $1000 In 1 room 148 E Williams, Merry
week Greeks, Clubs, ANYONE No Anti Contact Ben King 971-4708
dek (8001 7488817 x 50

bon of anonymity.
Officers at the police control room confumed that seven bodies of civil ins wish
gunshot wounds had been removed beat
the same area, the Baunaloo district in
downtown Srinagar. The officers mid they
had no information about the circumstances of the shooting. They spoke on
condition of anonymity.
Three more people died of bullet
wounds later in a hospital, doctors said,
also speaking on condition of anonymity.

FAX: 924-3282
PHONE: 924-3277

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

7

WEATHER: TODAY - Low morning clouds, sunny day. High of
MSU
MORROW - Slow warming trend, but steady weather pattern. High of 80.
lowing Bush’s lead, it would remove tactical nuclear weapons from Royal Navy
ships, and reaffirmed its decision to phase
out battlefield nuclear weapons in Europe.
Major said, however, that Britain still
planned to deploy four new nuclear -armed
Trident submarines.
"We have made reductions in our nuclear weapons over recent weeks and we have
announced this," he said. "The Trident is
the essential minimum defense that we
need in this country and we must maintain
Trident."

0 World leaders praise
Gorbachev pledge on
reducing nuclear arms
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Tape shows hostage Terry
Anderson; says he heard
broadcast messages

SIGN MINE, I’LL SIGN YOURS

DAMASCUS. Syria (AP)
American hostage Terry Anderson
said in a videotape obtained by
Cable News Network on Sunday
that he has been hearing messages
broadcast by friends and relatives on
the radio, said technicians who
viewed the tape.
The technicians viewed the tape
in Damascus while preparing it for
transmission to CNN headquarters
in Atlanta. CNN said it had obtained
the tape, made earlier Sunday in
Beirut, from a Lebanese production
C0111cmy.

Junior environmental studies major Darrel Forde signs
graduate civil engineering student Russ Hopf’s petition to
put an initiative on the next California election ballot which
would protect virgin forests.
Hopf is collecting signatures in front of the Student Union
as part of his association with the Audubon Society Sierra
Club wilderness Society. Approx-imately a million signatures
are needed to make the baflot.
Forde was out collecting signatures, for a different cause,
as part of his Sociology 80 class.
Forde feels that more public transportation should be
made available in the downtown San Jose area during the

late evening so bar patrons, who may not be sober enough
to drive, will have a way to get home safely.
The public transportation petition will be available for
signingby the Student Union on Wednesday 1:30-2:30 p.m.
and Friday 10:30- 11:30 p.m.
Hopf says San Jose State University is the best place in the
Bay Area, next to Berkeley, to find people to sign petitions,
but the slow Friday afternoon provided few opportunities to
prove his claim. Forde lives in Boulder Creek surrounded by
redwoods he is concerned about the logging of trees in his
area.
Ironically, Hopf and Forde signed each others petition.

THEFTS: Secure it or lose it
From Front Page
rack not a pole, wee or railing.
No bikes properly secured with
Kryptonite locks have been reported
stolen at SISU, according to
Maloney.
At University of California at
Berkeley, however, the standardstrength locks have been broken
regularly in bike thefts for about a
year, according to UC-Berkeley
crime prevention officer Debbie
Schenk.
Most Berkeley bike thefts still
involve clipped chains and cables,
Schenk said. She suggests students
use both chains or cables and a new
heavy-duty Kryptonite lock.
Cal police tested the new version
and were unable to break it, according to Schenk.
Bike parts still vulnerable
Even with a Kryptonite lock
through both frame and wheels, bike
parts are still vulnerable. Junior
English major Paul Worley shelled
out $100 to replace the handlebars
on his mountain bike last semester.
Thieves cut the gear and brake
cables during Worley’s three-hour
night class in the Business
Classrooms. They might have gotten
the seat, but Worley takes it with
him.
"They had tools. They totally
knew what they were doing,"
Worley said. He said the thieves
needed at least a bolt cutter and two
different wrenches to do the job.
Expensive mountain bikes continue to be most popular with
thieves, Maloney said. Bikes are
stolen everywhere but more frequently on the periphery of the campus, according to Maloney.
Worley suggests UPD centralize
the bike racks in a busy area.
The central location would be
easier to guard and constant traffic

IMPROVE YOUR IMAGE

would deter thieves with tool kits,
he said.
Centralization is not practical,
Maloney said, because students
would complain the racks were too
far from classes.
Free bike registration
Free bike registration and
engraving will be available at the
crime awareness presentation in
front of the bookstore Tuesday and
Wednesday. Maloney said.
Students should record the manufacturer’s serial number so they can
identify it in case of theft, Maloney
said.
Bikes not attached to a designated bike rack or storage locker could
be taken by UPD.
UPD is cracking down on illegally parked bikes, Maloney warned.
Last month they impounded one
locked to a railing at the Science
Building. Ii had been there for at
least two days, Maloney said.
An impound will cost $5 for
paperwork, the cost of a ticket if
issued, time and inconvenience.
Maloney added.
Stannard learned the importance
of registration and the perils of
impoundment when he lost the key
to his bike lock last semester.
His bike was raffled off by UPD
last summer, he said, weeks after it
was impounded as abandoned
equipment.
The senior public relations major
notified UPD when the key went
missing, he said, but the police
refused to cut the lock for him
because he couldn’t prove he owned
the bike.

RAISI $500$1000$1500

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING
otot,ty ’earn 0.
nt or,
Absolutely no investment required’
CALL 1-800-950-8472. ext. 50

Stannard thought he could recover the 10-speed after it was confiscated, and said he continued to
check with UPD about the hike
every two or three weeks.
No one told him the bike could
be raffled, he said.
"Clearly I’m the only one who
keeps coming back about this bike.
Clearly it’s my bike," Stannard said.
"It’s not a $1,000 bike." He estimated the bike’s value at $150.
After the second theft, "I
wouldn’t ride a bike to San Jose
State even if it had a Kryptonite
lock." Stannard said.
Stannard isn’t sure the second
bike was stolen. "It’s like somebody
decided to move the bike rack and
confiscated the bike," he said.
Police logs show only Stannard’s
bike stolen from Parking Lot 5 that
weekend.
The bike rack was not listed as
stolen and may have been moved by
traffic and parking operations,
Maloney said.
Maloney verified that UPD
would not cut a lock for someone
who couldn’t prove a bike was his.
He added he would need to
research the CAM before commenting further.
Some riders, like Sloan, never
file a theft report.
"It seemed like a waste of time
and I needed to get back to work,"
he said. Sloan is an instructional
support assistant to the department
of journalism and mass communications.
He had recorded the serial number but says he’ll never see his bike
again. "It’s probably at the flea market."

The Spartan
Daily welcomes
news tips from
students and
staff.
Call 924-3280
or FAX 9243282.
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said it would air the videotape later Sunday. It showed a brief
clip of the tape, without sound, in
which Anderson looked alert and in
a good mood.
An AP reporter who later viewed
the tape said Anderson laughed
three times during the 12 -minute
interview, and it appeared he had
gained weight since photographs of
him were last released.
The Atlanta-based network said it
did not conduct the interview itself.
It was not known whether the videotape was taken under the same conditions of duress that appeared to
characterize past videotapes of
hostages from Beirut released by the
kidnappers.
Ed Turner, executive vice president of CNN in Atlanta, said the
network did not pay to obtain the
videotape.
The technicians quoted Anderson
as saying he has heard the radio
messages, and that he plays chess
daily with American hostage Tom
Sutherland and Briton Terry Waite.
Anderson also said he had been
reading Newsweek and Time every
week.
In the tape, Anderson wore a
brown sweatshirt and sported a mustache. He sat in front of a white

wall.
Anderson, 43, chief Middle East
correspondent for the Associated
Press, was kidnapped un March 16,
1985.
The description of the tape furnished by the technicians indicated
that the conditions these three
Western hostages are held in have
improved greatly since they were
kidnapped.
In the early days of their confinement they were often kept alone and
in some cases in chains, fellow
hostages who were since reelased
have said.
Sutherland, 60, of Fort Collins,
Colo., the acting dean of agriculture
at American University of Beirut,
was seized on June 9, 1985 and
claimed held by Islamic Jihad.
Anglican Church envoy Waite,
52, disappeared on Jan. 20, 1987,
after leaving his west Beirut hotel to
negotiate with Islamic Jihad for the
release of Anderson and Sutherland.
No groups has claimed to hold
him, but all three men are believed
to be held by Islamic Jihad, a proIranian Shiite Muslim group Islamic
Jihad.
At least nine Westerners are still
missing in Lebanon
five
Amencans, a Briton, two Germans
and an Italian.
In addition, Briton Alec Collett
was kidnapped in 1985. British officials say he is assumed dead following claims he was killed in 1986 in
retaliation for British support for
U.S. bombing raids on Libya.
U.N. Secretary -General Javier
Perez de Cuellar has been trying to
negotiate an exchange of the
Western hostages and Israeli servicemen who disappeared in
Lebanon for hundreds of Arab prisoners held by Israel or its militia ally
in south Lebanon.
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